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ABSTRACT
The application of a controlled vibration to conventional machining processes –
vibration-assisted machining (VAM) – has been explored for use in various industrial
fields. The motivation for their use is that VAM can be used to improve productivity and
facilitate reduction in the severity of machining conditions. One VAM application is
controlled surface texturing. By precisely creating a desired surface texture on parts, the
component performance can be more accurately modeled when compared to conventional
surface texturing methods (e.g., honing). In this paper, the surface resulting from VAM
processing is predicted and important characteristics of the surface evaluated using a
Matlab code to identify the relationship between VAM parameters and machining result.
The identified relationships can be compared to the results of actual machining
experiments to facilitate calibrated models of the surface texturing process.
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1. Introduction
Vibration-assisted machining (VAM) is a method that has been explored in
conventional machining configurations to achieve higher productivity and higher quality.
The main concept underlying VAM is applying vibratory motions to the cutting tool to
modulate its position. These vibratory motions reduce the severity of the contact
conditions in the machining process for several reasons. The main benefit is better
management of chip formation. Vibration-assisted machining (VAM) can result in the
production of small, discrete chips instead of continuous chips in conventional machining
when machining ductile alloys [1]. This discrete chip formation reduces the difficulty of
chip evacuation normally caused by continuous chips thereby enhancing performance of
the machining process. The benefit of discrete chips can be seen in deep-hole drilling
(gun-drilling) processes that are widely applied in the aerospace and automobile
industries. Gun-drilling with modulation provides considerable improvement in surface
finish, feed-rate and productivity compared to conventional gun-drilling [2]. Furthermore,
by scaling down the discrete chip formation, VAM produces alloy particle with precise
shape, size and narrow particle size distribution [3]. These particles also possess
nanocrystalline microstructure due to large strain-deformation caused by machining. This
nanocrystalline microstructure provides better properties for industrial usage in terms of
strength and wear resistance. In contrast, conventional particle production methods offer
limited control of shape and size distribution, as well as microstructure.
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VAM can also be applied to surface texturing for improving friction and
lubrication performance. The surface textures created by VAM are micro-scale dimples,
which can be used to retain lubricant and increase hydrodynamic pressure [4]. As the
result, these micro-scale dimples decrease the friction coefficient between two contacting
surfaces. In contrast to conventional methods used to produce micro-scale dimples, VAM
offers several advantages, including scalable and cost-effective manufacturing, highprecision texturing and minimal induced surface damage [5]. The other surface texture
type that can be created by VAM is a micro-scale groove pattern by applying VAM
concept to rolling configurations. This micro-scale groove pattern highly influences
performance of parts such as reliability and life [6]. Therefore, VAM is a good candidate
for precise and regular micro-scale textures due to its highly controlled output when
compared to conventional finishing process such as turning and grinding. Since
parameters of geometric patterns are functions of VAM parameters, it is helpful to
identify the non-linear relationships between them [6]. In this paper, Matlab code is
created to simulate surface result of VAM in a turning configuration. These results are
used to identify the effect of changing VAM parameters on roughness, the machined
surface and the surface profile of the workpiece. This paper also reviews concepts of
roughness, geometry of machining and vibration-assisted machining.
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2. Background

2.1 Roughness
Surface roughness is considered one of the most important metrological
characteristics of a surface due to its significant influence on properties and function of
machined parts, including friction, contact mechanics, heat dissipation, conductivity and
positional accuracy [7]. An example for the importance of roughness in system
applications is in efficiency characteristics of hydraulic turbines. Hydraulic turbines
generate electrical power by converting hydraulic power from mechanical power. As
these power systems often require significant capital investment, increasing the efficiency
of hydraulic turbines is essential for designs to be cost effective. It is estimated that 1%
difference in efficiency of a Kaplan turbine amounts to 10% of turbine price [8]. One of
the most important elements that reduce turbine efficiency is fluid friction losses which
are a function of surface roughness. Reduction of efficiency varies from 7% to 66%
based on the roughness of turbine components [8]. Hence, it is helpful to study roughness
of parts so to improve properties and function of performance.
Roughness is the topography parameter used to describe local deviations in
surface form. Roughness parameters are classified into amplitude parameters which
capture the vertical deviation characteristic of the surface, spacing parameters which
capture the spacing and horizontal characteristic of the surface and hybrid parameters
which include both vertical and horizontal characteristics of the surface [7]. These
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parameters are derived from roughness profiles measured by either stylus or optical
methods. Characteristics of surface profile traces (Figure 1) monitored by these methods
include shape, waviness, and roughness. Shape is the surface macroscopic contour
characteristic that represents the nominal surface of the material [9]. Waviness, often a
result of machine tooling problems, has relatively longer wavelength in a surface profile.
Roughness, created by machining, has relatively shorter wavelength. In addition,
reference wavelength (cut-off wavelength or sample length) offers discrimination
between waviness and the other two parameters. When waves with wavelength longer
than the sample length (e.g. shape and waviness) are excluded from surface profile traces,
a roughness profile results (Figure 2). Sample length also represents the length of sample
(L) needed to ensure that the length of the sample surface produces a reliable value for
the roughness parameter [10]. The rule of thumb is that around 10 roughness marks, often
interpreted as process marks, should be included in the length, if roughness marks are
repeated. Otherwise, a sample length should include crossing of the profile with
centerline between 20 and 30 times [11].

Figure 1. Surface profile trace represents the surface information collected from stylus or
optical methods [9].
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Figure 2. Roughness profile represents roughness waves from surface profile trace [9].

Three common roughness parameters Ra, Rq and Rt are defined by the roughness
profile (Figure 2) with respect to the mean line (center line) and y(x), which represents
vertical deviation from the mean line. Ra, arithmetic average height, is the most
commonly used roughness parameters for measuring the consistency of the surface. It is
defined as the average absolute deviation along the sample length (L) as per the following
equations [7]:
(2.1.1)
(2.1.2)
Rq, root mean square (RMS) roughness, is more sensitive to extreme y(x) value
than Ra. It is defined as the standard deviation of the vertical deviation along the sample
length (L) as per the following equations [7]:
(2.1.3)
(2.1.4)
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Rt, maximum peak-to-valley, is often used to identify crack propagation. It is
defined as the maximal vertical deviation between peaks and the valleys along sample
length (L) as following equations [9]:
(2.1.5)
(2.1.6)
(2.1.7)
where Rp, maximum height of peaks, represent the peak with maximum height and Rv,
maximum depth of valley, represents the valley with maximum depth. Beside roughness
measured by stylus or optical monitoring, Ra and Rt can also be predicted using
theoretical models which are functions of cutting speed, feed rate and tool nose radius
[12]. In finish turning, the experiment condition, Ra is approximated as [10]:
(2.1.8)
where f represents feed rate and r is tool nose radius. Furthermore, roughness Rt is
defined as following [10]:
(2.1.9)
(2.1.10)
However, this theoretical prediction does not perfectly represent the measured result
especially when feed rate is low [12].
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2.2 Theoretical Geometry of Tool and Surface
Figure 3(a) provides a schematic of orthogonal machining. In this configuration, a
tool is inclined at an angle with respect to the normal to the cutting direction, denoted as
the rake angle α, and the included angle of the tool defines the relief with the work
surface given by the relief angle β. The tool moves in the direction of the workpiece with
cutting velocity Vo. The tool is preset at a depth of to, denoted as the undeformed chip
thickness. This relative movement material removal from the workpiece in the form of a
chip with a thickness tc, denoted as deformed chip thickness. The chip formation
(material removal) occurs by concentrated shear on a shear plane at a shear plane angle Ф
with respect to the cutting direction. The shear plane angle Ф is determined according to
the following equation [9]:
(2.2.1)
where variables are the same as previous defined. The severity of the deformation is given by the
strain and the magnitude of shear strain is defined in the following equation [9]:
(2.2.2)
where γ is shear strain and the other variables are same as previously definined.

According to the equation (2.2.2), it can be identified that shear strain is determined by
shear plane angle and rake angle. Since shear plane angle cannot be controlled and is
determined by rank angle, shear strain can be considered a function of rank angle.
Generally, shear strain decreases as rake angle increases. Additionally, rake angles higher
than 30o are seldom used, since large rake angles weaken tooling and cause tool fracture
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[13]. Chip removal velocity Vc is defined as a function of chip thickness ratio and cutting
velocity as follows, assuming volume is conserved [13]:
(2.2.3)

where Vc is chip removal (formation) velocity and the other variables are defined as
previous. Figure 3(b) depicts the idealized surface that is produced during machining. In
this case, the tool interaction with the workpiece is idealized as a spherical contact that
moves a distance F given by the feed rate every rev. The rotary nature of machining
causes these interactions to appear as grooves on a work surface. While these grooves are
continuous in conventional machining, vibratory motions can be applied to the machining
process to disrupt these grooves and, in the limit, produce dimples on surfaces, which
will be addressed in section 2.3.

Figure 3. Configuration of 1D VAM represents an example of machining geometry. (a)
scheme of orthogonal cutting process (b) scheme of tool motion in feed direction [5].
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2.3 Vibration-Assisted Machining
Vibration Assisted Machining (VAM) refers to a class of machining processes
which

superimpose

controlled

vibratory

motions

to

conventional

machining

configurations, such as in turning processes. This method is first used in 1950 to control
chip formation and is detailed in a US patent [14, 15, 16]. Application of vibratory
motions to machining process result in periodically interrupted contact between tool and
workpiece surface. This periodically interrupted contact provides several advantages that
traditional machining processes cannot provide including extended tool life, discrete chip
formation and precise surface texture.

2.3.1 Type of Vibration-Assisted Machining
Based on the direction in which the vibratory motion is applied, vibration-assisted
machining (VAM) is classified into two categories: 1D VAM and 2D VAM. 1D VAM is
a machining method that vibratory motion is applied in the direction either parallel to
cutting direction (velocity-modulation) or perpendicular to cutting direction (feedmodulation) [1]. 2D VAM consists of both velocity-modulation and feed-modulation.
Both of these methods are used in industry to obtain precise machining results and
enhance performance of parts. Figure 3 shows configurations of both velocity-modulation
and feed-modulation of 1D VAM. According to Figure 3(a), it is identified that the tool
of velocity-modulation machining moves forward and backward in the direction of
cutting velocity at vibration frequency ƒ. The instantaneous tool position and
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instantaneous cutting velocity of velocity-modulation machining is defined as equations
(2.3.1) and (2.3.2) respectively [17].
(2.3.1)
(2.3.2)
where 2A is the peak-to-peak amplitude,
as

is angular frequency and can be represented

= 2πƒ and V is the workpiece feed velocity. Furthermore, it can also be identified

that the tool of feed-modulation machining moves upward and downward in direction
perpendicular to the cutting velocity at vibration frequency ƒ. The instantaneous position
and instantaneous velocity of feed-modulation machining is described by following
equations (2.3.3), (2.3.4), (2.3.5) and (2.3.6) at x-y coordinate:
(2.3.3)
(2.3.4)

(2.3.5)
(2.3.6)
where x(t) and y(t) represent tool position at x-y coordinate, x′(t) and y′(t) represent
instantaneous velocity at x-y direction and A,

, and V were defined previously.

Equations (2.3.2), (2.3.5) and (2.3.6) lead to the criterion of critical velocity. Critical
velocity (Vcrit) is the criterion to determine appearance of interrupted contact between
tool and workpiece. If Vcrit excels mean cutting velocity, the contact between a tool and
workpiece interrupts periodically. Otherwise, a tool continuously contacts workpiece
surface. This critical velocity criterion is essential to achieve to obtaining benefits of
vibration-assisted machining. In the cases of 1D VAM, it is difficult for velocity-
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modulation to meet the critical condition due to system dynamics constraints, while it is
relatively easier for feed-modulation to achieve the respective critical conditions [1].

Figure 4. Configuration of 1D vibration assisted machining (a) velocity-modulation (b)
feed-modulation where h0 is undeformed chip thickness, hc is deformed chip thickness, α
is rake angle, is angular frequency and can be represented by = 2πƒ and V is the
workpiece feed velocity[1].
Figure 5 shows a typical 1D VAM system. An ultrasonic transducer generates
vibrations that are amplified by a sonotrode. The vibration is superimposed on the tool to
create vibratory motions that may approach resonant frequency of the overall.

Figure 5. 1D VAM system represents a velocity-modulation machining process system
[10].
2D VAM incorporates vibratory motions in directions both parallel and
perpendicular to cutting velocity. It is considered a combination of velocity-modulation
and feed-modulation. Tool motion in 2D VAM follows a series of elliptic paths with
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semi-major axes A, horizontal modulation frequency, and semi-minor axes B, vertical
modulation frequency, as represented in Figure 6. These ellipses are moved toward
workpiece surface to remove material. Instantaneous position and the instantaneous
velocity are defined according to equations (2.3.7) to (2.3.10) [17]:
(2.3.7)
(2.3.8)
(2.3.9)
(2.3.10)
where x(t) and y(t) represent tool position at x-y coordinate, x′(t) and y′(t) represent
instantaneous velocity at x-y direction and A, B, , and V were defined previously.

Figure 6. Configuration of 2D VAM which represents elliptic tool path with semi-major
axis A and semi-minor axis B where A is the amplitude of horizontal vibration, B is the
amplitude of vertical vibration and V is the workpiece feed velocity [10].
Machining systems for 2D VAM are classified into two categories: resonant
system and non-resonant systems. 2D resonant systems can be created by two methods.
The first method is to set the tool of a system similar to Figure 5 off-center. This off-
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center tool structure causes a bending vibration that acts with the original vibrations to
create elliptic paths [17]. The other method is to create two directions of vibratory
motions through two separately piezoelectric actuators (PZT) as in Figure 7. These two
vibratory motions combine and create elliptic paths as described previously.

Figure 7. 2D resonant VAM system superimposes two vibratory motions to the tool
through two PZT actuators [17].
Piezoelectric actuators used in 2D resonant VAM are commonly used for
vibration-assisted machining. By applying sinusoidal voltage, piezoelectric actuators are
contracted and expanded in a direction periodically. This periodical deflection results in
compensated deflect in the perpendicular direction and creates vibratory motions of tool.
A piezoelectric actuator is also used in 2D non-resonant VAM as in Figure 8. Two
piezoelectric actuators are set perpendicular to each other and create vibrations in two
directions. A tool holder is connected with the two piezoelectric actuators to generate
elliptical tool paths.
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Figure 8. 2D non-resonant VAM system which is developed by Pusan University [17, 18]

2.3.2 Diversity in Process
Machining processes described in section 2.3.1 can be applied to generate
different types surface textures on the workpiece. These types include outer diameter,
end/flat face and inner diameter that are presented in Figure 9. According to Figure 9(a),
the axis of workpiece is perpendicular to the tool feed in texturing of an outer diameter.
The tool feeds in the direction (arrow in Figure 9(a)) of the workpiece axis, while
vibratory motion is superimposed in the direction perpendicular to axis of the workpiece.
Texturing also can be done on face of a cylinder if the tool is parallel to the workpiece.
With this setup, workpiece feeds in the direction (arrow in Figure 9(b)) perpendicular to
axis of workpiece while the tool vibrates. Finally, the tool holder can be extended from
the vibration axis to reach into the inner portions of a cylindrical workpiece in Figure 9(c).
In this configuration, the tool is vibrated while the workpiece feeds in the direction of the
workpiece axis.
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Figure 9. Configuration for three types of cylindrical with workpiece feeding direction (a)
outer diameter (b) end/flat face (c) inner diameter [5].

2.3.3 Advantage of Vibration-Assisted Machining
The main advantage of vibration-assisted machining is the additional degree of
freedom present in the vibration parameter for conventional machining processes. This
additional parameter enables periodically interrupted contact between tool and surface.
The periodically interrupted contact provides a condition for discrete chip formation
which enhances the performance of machining processes as compared to conventional
processes that generate continuous chips. Continuous chips formed by conventional
machining are difficult to evacuate and ultimately limit feed rates. This difficulty limits
fluid penetration that can lubricate the contact [4]. Furthermore, VAM has the capability
to produce controlled nanocrystalline chips by spatial control of the large strain
deformation that occurs in machining. This nanocrystalline material has become of
interest since they have significant ductility, formability and resistance to crack
propagation [19].
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3. Simulation Methodology
To study the impact of changing parameters of VAM on workpiece surface, three
Matlab program codes are used: surface simulator, roughness calculator and surface
profile extractor. Surface simulator (Appendix A) creates a three dimensional surface
which simulates the result of the turning process by VAM and represents the interaction
between a hard sphere tip tool and surface of the workpiece. Input parameters of the
surface simulator code include cut tool nose radius (r), feed rate, amplitude (A),
modulation frequency (fm), and rotation frequency (fw). A three dimensional visual
turned surface similar to Figure 10 can be created with these parameters.

Figure 10. Turning surface created by surface simulator with r = 0.02 mm, feed = 0.02
mm/rev, fw = 20 Hz, fm = 0 Hz and A = 0 mm (a) top view (b) isometric view
Once a turning surface is created, vertical deviations, in Z-direction, from mean
line are extracted from the turned surface by the roughness calculator code (Appendix B)
as the input. According to equations (2.1.1), (2.1.3), and (2.1.5), Ra, Rq and Rt are
calculated with extracted values. Average, standard deviation, maximum, minimum of
these roughness parameters are calculated and combined with the turned surface to create
a final report similar to Figure 11 by the roughness calculator subroutine.
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Figure 11. Roughness report with r = 0.02 mm, feed = 0.02 mm/rev, fw = 20 Hz, fm = 0
Hz and A = 0 mm
Surface profiles, similar to Figure 12, are also extracted from the turned surface
along a specified x-coordinate value by the code surface profile extractor subroutine
(Appendix C) to identify the impact of changing VAM parameters along different xvalues. These surface profiles represent the shape of the turning surface along a constant
x-coordinate. Finally, information in these reports and profiles is compared to analyze the
impact of changing parameters of turning of VAM on workpiece surface to find
relationships between parameters of VAM and grooves pattern.
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Figure 12. Surface profile along a line x = 0.045 mm with r = 0.02 mm, feed = 0.02
mm/rev, fw = 20 Hz, fm = 0 Hz and A = 0 mm

4. Experiment Design
Three experiments were designed to analyze the impact of changing parameters
of VAM on roughness, turning surface, and the surface profile. A set of input parameters
was defined as the baseline condition, given by R = 0.02 mm, feed = 0.02 mm/rev, fw =
20 Hz, fm = 0 Hz and A = 0 mm. Tool radius, feed rate, ratio of fm/fw were changed
independently to analyze the impact of these parameters on roughness, turning surface,
and surface profile.

4.1. Experiment for Impact on Roughness
In the roughness experiment, Ra, Rq and Rt were calculated with changing each
input parameter independently. Tool radius, r, was changed from 0.01 mm to 0.1 mm
with increment 0.001 mm. Feed rate, feed, was changed from 0.01 mm/rev to 0.1 mm/
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rev with increments of 0.001 mm/ rev. Ratio of fm/fw was changed from 0 to 15 with
increments of 0.25. Then, average, standard deviation, maximum, minimum of these
roughness parameters were calculated and plotted to study the impact of changing input
parameters on these roughness parameters based on the trend of curves.

4.2. Experiment for Impact on Turned Surface
In the turned surface experiment, simulated surfaces were generated with
specified values of each input parameters by Matlab codes while other parameters were
kept under the baseline condition. Tool radius 0.02 mm, 0.06 mm and 0.1 mm and feed
rate 0.02 mm/rev, 0.042 mm/rev and 0.065 mm/rev were selected as the values to be
examined. The impact of changing the ratio of fm/fw was divided into three parts to study:
out-of-phase, in-phase and intermediate phase. Ratios with integer values are considered
in-phase while ratios with ending with 0.5 are out-of-phase. Intermediate phase
conditions occur over values between these. Out-of-phase ratios include 0.5, 1.5, and 2;
in-phase ratios include 1, 2, and 3; and intermediate phase ratios include 1.2, 1.3, and 1.4.
These ratios were chosen to study the impact of changing fm/fw ratio. Finally, turned
surfaces generated with these specific values were compared to analyze the impact of
changing parameters on the features of turned surface.
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4.3. Experiment for Impact on Surface Profile
In the surface profile experiments, surface profiles were extracted from the turned
surface with specified values of each parameter while other input parameters were under
the baseline conditions. Tool radii of 0.02 mm, 0.06 mm, and 0.1 mm along x = 0.045
mm were selected as the values of input. Feed rates of 0.02 mm/rev, 0.042 mm/ rev and
0.065 mm/ rev were determined as the input. Again, the impact of fm/fw ratio was
divided into three portions: out-of-phase, in-phase, and intermediate phase. Ratios
selected that were out-of-phase, in-phase, and intermediate phase were 0.5, 1, and 1.4
respectively along x = 0.027 mm, 0.045 mm and 0.054 mm. Finally, surface profiles
created with these specified values are analyzed and compared to study the impact of
changing input parameters on shape of the surface profile.

5. Results and Discussions

5.1. Impact of Changing Parameters on Roughness
As described in section 4, changing conditions corresponding to tool radius, feed
rate, and fm/fw ratio were used as inputs in determining roughness parameters of Ra, Rq
and Rt. Then, roughness values of Ra, Rq and Rt were plotted to generate Figures 13 to 21
to study the impact of changing these parameters on roughness parameters. According to
Figures 13 to 15, it can be observed that average, maximum, minimum of roughness Ra,
Rq and Rt decrease while tool radius increases and other parameters keep constant. This
inverse relationship between roughness and tool radius can also be identified from the
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equation (2.1.8), Ra ~ f2/8r. Furthermore, the rate (slope) of change for this phenomena
reduces while tool radius increases. It is recognized that the decreasing rate, slope of
curve, is close to 0 at r = 0.1 mm. Hence, it is reasonable to predict that after r = 0.1 mm,
the curve is almost flat (constant roughness). In addition, it is also recognized that
standard deviation of Rq is more stable when compared to the other two roughness
parameters. These results exhibit the Rq’s features of identifying large variation of the
surface and tolerating extreme values of the vertical deviation.

Figure 13. Curves represent average Ra, maximal Ra, standard deviation of Ra and
minimal Ra with respect to change of radius from 0.01 mm to 0.1 mm with increment
0.001 mm.
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Figure 14. Curves represent average Rq, maximal Rq, standard deviation of Rq and
minimal Rq with respect to change of radius from 0.01 mm to 0.1 mm with increment
0.001 mm.

Figure 15. Curves represent average Rt, maximal Rt, standard deviation of Rt and minimal
Rt with respect to change of radius from 0.01 mm to 0.1 mm with increment 0.001 mm
According to Figure 16 to 18, the average, maximum, minimum of roughness Ra,
Rq and Rt increase while feed rate decreases and other parameters remain same. This
increasing rate (slope of curve) rises until a feed rate of 0.042 mm/rev beyond which the
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values are stable. It can thus be recognized that a feed rate 0.042 mm/rev is a critical
value beyond which the respective profiles are unique and have no interaction relative to
the feed rate. Furthermore, there is no significant trend relative to variance in the
behavior except Rt that becomes zero due to constant roughness after feed rate achieving
0.042 mm/rev.

Figure 16. Curves represent average Ra, maximal Ra, standard deviation of Ra and
minimal Ra with respect to change of feed rate from 0.01 mm/rev to 0.1 mm/rev with
increment 0.001 mm/rev.
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Figure 17. Curves represent average Rq, maximum Rq, standard deviation of Rq and
minimal Rq with respect to change of feed rate from 0.01 mm/rev to 0.1 mm/rev with
increment 0.001 mm/rev.

Figure 18. Curves represent average Rt, maximal Rt, standard deviation of Rt and minimal
Rt with respect to change of feed rate from 0.01 mm/rev to 0.1 mm/rev with increment
0.001 mm/rev.
According to Figures 19 to 21, the average, standard deviation, maximum,
minimum of roughness Ra, Rq and Rt curves have sinusoidal behavior. This result
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indicates that if the difference between two ratios of fm/fw is an integer (in-phase) and
other parameters are same, two surfaces will have identical surface roughness.
Furthermore, it also implies that if parameters other than fm/fw ratio are the same, only
one period is required to study the roughness feature on the machining surface for the inphase condition.

Figure 19. Curves represent average Ra, maximal Ra, standard deviation of Ra and
minimal Ra with respect to change of fm/fw ratio from 0 to 15 with increment 0.25.
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Figure 20. Curves represent average Rq, maximal Rq, standard deviation of Rq and
minimal Rq with respect to change of fm/fw ratio from 0 to 15 with increment 0.25.

Figure 21. Curves represent average Rt, maximal Rt, standard deviation of Rt and minimal
Rt with respect to change of fm/fw ratio from 0 to 15 with increment 0.25.
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5.2. Impact of Changing Parameters on Turned Surface
As mentioned in section 4, values of input parameters are modified to generate a
turned surface, as in Figures 22 to 26. These figures were used to study the impact of
changing input parameters on the turned surface. According to Figure 22, it is identified
that there is no significant difference on the turned surfaces under three radii conditions.
This result indicates that changing of radius does not have significant impact on turned
surface, although there is an inversely proportional relationship between roughness and
radius according to section 5.1. However, it does not mean that there is no effect on
turned surface due to changing radius, as larger feed rates will certainly influence the
nature of the surface forms.

Figure 22. Simulated surfaces representing a turned surface with feed = 0.02 mm/rev, fw
= 20 Hz, fm = 0 Hz, A = 0 mm, and specified r values (a) 0.02 mm (b) 0.06 mm (c) 0.1
mm.
According to Figure 23, two trends are seen in changing feed rate on the turned
surface. Below a feed rate of 0.042 mm/rev, the width of valley (blue portion) increases
as feed rate increases. According to Figure 23 (a) and (b), width of valley increases from
0.025 mm to 0.05 mm while feed rate increases from 0.02 mm/rev to 0.042 mm/rev.
After feed rate reaches 0.042 mm/rev, width of valley decreases as feed rate increases.
According to Figure 23 (b) and (c), width of valleys decreases from ~ 0.05 mm to ~ 0.03
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mm as feed rate increases from 0.042 mm/rev to 0.065 mm/rev. This result is combined
with discussion in section 5.1 and lead to conclusion that feed rate 0.042 mm/rev is a
benchmark which separates not only the behavior of roughness curves but also the trend
of valley width on turning curves with respect to change of feed rate.

Figure 23. Simulated surfaces representing a turned surface with r = 0.02 mm, fw = 20
Hz, fm = 0 Hz, A = 0 mm, and specified feed values (a) 0.02 mm/rev (b) 0.042 mm/rev (c)
0.065 mm/rev.
According to Figure 24, it is recognized that an out-of-phase ratio creates turned
surfaces comprised of islands and intersecting sinusoidal curves. As fm/fw ratio increases,
number of islands per unit length and the sinusoidal period per unit length increases. Both
number of these features increases from 10/mm to 30/mm and then to 50/mm while
fm/fw ratio increases from 0.5 to 1.5 and then to 2.5. This result indicates that number of
islands per unit length and number of sinusoidal period per unit length increase at the rate
of 20/mm/ratio. Furthermore, it is also observed that length of islands (horizontal portion)
increases and width of islands (vertical portion) remains constant while fm/fw ratio
increases.
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Figure 24. Simulated surfaces representing an out-of-phase turned surface with feed =
0.02 mm/rev, r = 0.02 mm, fw = 20 Hz, A = fm/3, and specified (fm, fm/fw): (a) (10 mm,
0.5) (b) (30 mm, 1.5) (c) (50 mm, 2.5).
According to Figure 25, it is identified that in-phase fm/fw ratio generates parallel
sinusoidal grooves on the turned surface. It is also recognized that number of sinusoidal
period per unit length increases as ratio increases. Number of sinusoidal period per unit
length increases from ~ 16.67/mm to ~ 36.67/mm and then to ~ 56.67/mm while fm/fw
ratio increases from 1 to 2 and then to 3. It can be concluded that number of sinusoidal
period per unit length increases at the rate of 20/mm/ratio.

Figure 25. Simulated surfaces representing an in-phase turned surface with feed = 0.02
mm/rev, r = 0.02 mm, fw = 20 Hz, A = fm/3, and specified (fm, fm/fw) (a) (20 mm, 1) (b)
(40 mm, 2) (c) (60 mm, 3).
According to Figure 26, it is recognized that intermediate-phase ratio creates
distorted islands and sinusoidal grooves on the turned surfaces. These sinusoidal grooves
intersect each other at different points when compared to out-of-phase grooves. In the
out-of-phase condition, peaks of sinusoidal groove intersect with valleys of consecutive
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sinusoidal grooves. Furthermore, it is also clear that the shape of distorted islands
approaches that of the shape of out-of-phase islands as fm/fw ratio increases.

Figure 26. Simulated surfaces representing an intermediate-phase turned surface with
feed = 0.02 mm/rev, r = 0.02 mm, fw = 20 Hz, A = fm/3, and specified (fm, fm/fw)
(a) (24 mm, 1.2) (b) (26 mm, 1.3) (c) (28 mm, 1.4).
In general, the number of sinusoidal periods per unit length and number of islands
(if at all present) per unit length increase while ratio of fm/fw increases regardless of
phase condition. Furthermore, the number of these features per unit length increases at a
rate 20/mm/ratio while machining conditions are in-phase or out-of-phase.

5.3. Impact of Changing Parameters on Surface Profile
The figures in this section are surface profiles extracted from selected turned
surfaces corresponding to the experimental conditions in section 5.2. These figures are
divided into three different conditions corresponding to changing of radius, changing of
feed rate and changing of fm/fw ratio. Depending on these conditions, surface profiles
were compared to analyze the impact of changing parameters on surface profiles and
shape of the workpiece surface.
Figure 27 presents surface profiles extracted from Figure 22 along x = 0.045 mm.
According to Figure 27, it is identified that as tool radius increases, differences between
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peaks and valleys of the surface profile decrease and width of the cutting remains
constant. Differences between peaks and valleys decrease from 2.5 x 10-3 mm to 8 x 10-4
mm and then to 5 x 10-4 mm and width of cutting remains constant at ~ 0.025 mm while
tool radius increases from 0.02 mm to 0.06 mm and then to 0.1 mm. This result is due to
the inverse relationship between tool radius and roughness. According to equations
(2.1.1), (2.1.3) and (2.1.5), it can be recognized that roughness is proportional to the
vertical deviation of the surface profile. Hence, decreasing vertical deviations lead to
decreases in roughness. The surface profiles also provide evidence of why there is no
significant difference between turned surfaces produced with different tool radii. Since
increasing of tool radius only increases depth of the cutting and does not change width of
the cutting, top views of the turned surfaces may be inadequate to provide enough
information to identify differences due to change of tool radius. Furthermore, there is no
difference between surface profiles along different x-coordinate locations due to a 0 Hz
modulation frequency. This result is recognized by comparing Figure 27 with Figure D-1.

Figure 27. Profiles represent surface profiles with feed = 0.02 mm/rev, fw = 20 Hz, fm =
0 Hz, A = 0 mm, x = 0.045 mm, and specified r values (a) 0.02 mm (b) 0.06 mm (c) 0.1
mm.
Figure 28 contains surface profiles extracted from Figure 23 along different xcoordinate locations. Since data of turned surfaces with different feed rates does not
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include surface profiles with the same x-axis value, surface profiles along different xaxes were selected. It is reasonable to compare surface profiles with different x-axes to
study impact of feed rate, since surface profiles on the same turned surface along
different x-axes are same due to 0 Hz modulation frequency. This consistency in surface
profile is recognized by comparing Figure 28 with Figure D-2.
According to Figure 28, a feed rate 0.042 mm/rev is used as a baseline, as in
section 5.1 and section 5.2. It is recognized that differences between peaks and valleys
increase from 2.5 x 10-3 mm to 20 x 10-3 mm and width of the cutting increases from
0.025 mm to 0.05 mm while feed rate increases from 0.02 mm/rev to 0.042mm/rev.
Beyond a feed rate of 0.042 mm/rev, width of cutting decreases and vertical deviation
remains 20 x 10-3 mm. This trend of vertical deviation leads to changes in the rate of
increase for the roughness curve (Section 5.1) beyond a feed rate of 0.042 mm/rev, since
the vertical deviation becomes constant and cannot contribute to an increasing roughness
rate. Furthermore, decreased cutting width reflects a decrease of valley width on turned
surfaces in section 5.2.

Figure 28. Profiles represent surface profiles with r = 0.02 mm, fw = 20 mm, fm = 0 mm,
A = 0 mm, and specified (feed, x-axis) (a) (0.02 mm/rev, 0.045 mm) (b) (0.042 mm/rev,
0.14742 mm) (c) (0.065 mm/rev, 0.14625 mm).
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Out-of-phase surface profiles in Figure 29 were extracted from Figure 24 (a)
along different x-coordinate locations. According to Figure 29, it is identified that every
surface profile has two kinds of peaks. One is the higher peak which represents the
highest peak along the x-axis. The other is the lower peak which represents the peak at
the intersection area between two sinusoidal grooves on turned surfaces. It is recognized
that there is negative relationship between these two kinds of peaks. While x = 0.027 mm
(Figure 29 (a)), the higher peak represents the highest peak of the entire surface. As the x
coordinate value increases, it can be identified that the height of the higher peak
decreases and the height of the lower peak increases. Eventually, the originally higher
peak becomes lower than the originally lower peak. Then, it returns to a surface profile
similar to x = 0.027 mm except positions of the higher peaks and the lower peaks
exchange.
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Figure 29. Profiles represent surface profiles with feed = 0.02 mm/rev, r = 0.02 mm, fw =
20 Hz, fm = 10 Hz, and A = 0.0067 mm along different x-axis (a) 0.027 mm (b) 0.045
mm (c) 0.054 mm (d) 0.081 mm.
Figure 30 provides in-phase surface profiles extracted from Figure 25 (a) along
different x-coordinate locations. According to Figure 30, it is identified that there is no
difference between surface profiles while x value increases. The reason for no difference
between surface profiles is that cutting grooves are parallel to each other. Since there is
no intersection between parallel grooves, surface profiles have similar characteristics to
the surface profiles with non-zero modulation frequency.
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Figure 30. Profiles represent surface profiles with feed = 0.02 mm/rev, r = 0.02 mm, fw =
20 Hz, fm = 20 Hz, and A = 0.0067 mm along different x-axis (a) 0.027 mm (b) 0.045
mm (c) 0.054 mm (d) 0.081 mm.
Figure 31 provides surface profiles which were extracted from Figure 26 (c).
According to Figure 31, there is no significant trend or feature along different xcoordinate locations. However, for all of these surface profiles, it can be identified that
same series of patterns repeats every 0.1 mm. This result is similar to the out-of-phase
condition. Both phase conditions have a pattern that repeats after a threshold length.
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Figure 31. Profiles represent surface profiles with feed = 0.02 mm/rev, r = 0.02 mm, fw =
20 Hz, fm = 20 Hz, and A = 0.0067 mm along different x-axis (a) 0.027 mm (b) 0.045
mm (c) 0.054 mm (d) 0.081 mm.

6. Conclusion and Future Work

The fundamental concepts underlying VAM were reviewed in this research thesis.
By applying vibratory motions to conventional machining processes, several advantages
are attainable including discrete chip formation, high-precision texturing and minimal
induced surface damage. This thesis examined the impact of changing processing
parameters on roughness, surface profiles and other characteristics of turned surfaces.
Input parameters studied included tool radius, feed rate and fm/fw ratio. The overall
impacts of changing these parameters are summarized in the ensuing.
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Several trends are apparent in the above experiments that relate the spatial
characteristics of the machined profiles to the processing parameters. First, tool radius
has an inverse relationship with the size of vertical deviations produced during turning,
with no clear impact on cutting width. This is expected given the inverse relationship
identified from equation (2.1.8). Second, a threshold feed rate determines clearly the
effect of VAM on a turned surface. Below a threshold feed rate, the vertical deviations of
surface profiles and the overall cutting width are proportional with feed rate. Beyond the
threshold feed rate, the relative vertical deviation of a surface profile becomes constant
and the cutting width is inversely proportional relationship with feed rate. Third,
roughness has a proportional relationship with feed rate according to the simulations of
the present study. Finally, the characteristics of the surface are highly dependent on the
fm/fw ratio. This ratio is generally classified into three categories: in-phase, out-of-phase
and intermediate phase. Each ratio produces different features on the turned surface,
ranging from parallel grooves to discrete islands. The number of these features is directly
related to the ratio used in processing.
This thesis elucidated simulated effects of processing parameters on surface form.
Future experiments on VAM can be used to calibrate these models to reflect actual
processing characteristics. In this regard, physical samples can be compared with the
simulated results of the present work to identify model errors and facilitate model
calibration. The ultimate goal of such efforts would be to create models which can
precisely predict the result of vibration-assisted machining processes and can be used to
determine the result of machining processes before any real machining application.
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Appendix A: Matlab Program-Surface Simulator
figure(3); clc;clf;clear;
%input variables
fm = 0;
radius = 0.02; %mm
feed = 0.02;
if(fm>0)
amplitude = feed/3; %mm
else
amplitude = 0;
end
fw = 1200/60; %RPM
step = 0.003;
numberofEOMS = 16;
numberofruns = numberofEOMS-1;
%position variables
r=-radius:2*radius*step:radius;
zr=0:step:1;
zr=zr./zr*radius;
offset = amplitude;
%offset=0;
length = feed*(numberofEOMS-1);
y0=0:step*length:length;
x_d=0:step*length:length;
z=radius-sqrt(radius^2-r.^2);
%matrix generation
[xx_d,yy0]=meshgrid(x_d,y0);
[xx_d,zzr]=meshgrid(x_d,zr);
[xx_d,rr]=meshgrid(x_d,r);
[xx_d,zz]=meshgrid(x_d,z);
[xx_d,rr]=meshgrid(x_d,r);
%equations of motion - without feed
k=-5;
while (k<=numberofruns)
% if(k==1)
%
yy_last = offset + amplitude*sin(2*pi*fm*xx_d)+rr;
%
zz_last = griddata(xx_d,yy_last,zz,xx_d,yy0, 'cubic');
%
zzk_last = -zzr+zz_last+radius;
% end
yy_k = offset + k*feed + amplitude*sin(2*pi*fm*(xx_d+k/fw))+rr;
zz_k = griddata(xx_d,yy_k,zz,xx_d,yy0,'cubic');
zzk_k = -zzr+zz_k+radius;
if(k==-5)
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zzk_last = zzk_k;
end
zzk_final = min(zzr,min(zzk_last,zzk_k));
k=k+1;
zzk_last = zzk_final;
end
axis equal
surface(xx_d,yy0,zzk_final,'FaceColor','interp','EdgeColor','none','FaceLighting','phong');
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Appendix B: Matlab Program-Rougness Calculator
figure(2)
averagez_temp = mean(zzk_final(2:size(zzk_final,1),:));
j = 1;
while(j<=size(zzk_final,1))
zzk_final(1,j) = averagez_temp(1,j);
j = j+1;
end
%evaluate difference in height of each element of zzk_1_2 from the average
%height in that row (constant x = average each column of zzk_1_2). constant
%x is a given position along the circumference.
%store differences in deltz_ij
averagez = mean(zzk_final);
i = 1;
while(i<=size(zzk_final,1))
j = 1;
while(j<=size(zzk_final,1))
deltz_ij(i,j)=abs(zzk_final(i,j)-averagez(j));
deltz_ij2(i,j)=zzk_final(i,j)-averagez(j);
j = j+1;
end
i = i+1;
end
%integrate deltz_ij along the y axis for a constant x (column of deltz_ij
%and yy0), gives RA for each constant x
j = 1;
while(j<=size(zzk_final,1))
integraz(j) = trapz(yy0(:,j), zzk_final(:,j));
j = j+1;
end
format long
RA = integraz/((max(max(yy0)))-min(min(yy0)));
RA_avg = mean(RA);
RA_std = std(RA);
RA_max = max(RA);
RA_min = min(RA);
%integrate deltz_ij along the y axis for a constant x (column of deltz_ij
%and yy0), gives RQ for each constant x
%integrqzx_j = zeros(1,size(x_d,2));
j = 1;
while(j<=size(zzk_final,1))
integrqz(j) = trapz(yy0(:,j), deltz_ij(:,j).^2);
j = j+1;
end
format long
RQ = sqrt(integrqz/(max(max(yy0)-min(min(yy0)))));
RQ_avg = mean(RQ);
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RQ_std = std(RQ);
RQ_max = max(RQ);
RQ_min = min(RQ);
%RT is the difference between maximum and minimum heights
j = 1;
while(j<=size(zzk_final,1))
RT(j) = max(max(deltz_ij2(:,j)))+abs(min(min(deltz_ij2(:,j))));
j = j+1;
end
RT_avg = mean(RT);
RT_std = std(RT);
RT_max = max(RT);
RT_min = min(RT);
hold on
%plotting
fsize=15; hold on; set(gcf,'Color',[1,1,1]);
ax1 = subplot (3,1,1);
surface(xx_d,yy0,zzk_final,'FaceColor','interp','EdgeColor','none','FaceLighting','phong', 'Parent', ax1);
%contour(xx_d,yy0,zzk_1_2, 'Parent', ax1);
axis([0 max(x_d) 0 max(x_d)])
campos([0.15 0.15 2.131]); camtarget([0.15 0.15 0.009]); set(gca,'FontSize',fsize); xlabel('x-axis (mm)');
ylabel('y-axis (mm)'); zlabel('z-axis (mm)'); axis equal; box on; grid off;
%set(ax1,'Position', [0.25 0.5 0.7 0.45]) %40um/rev
set(ax1,'Position', [0.13 0.65 0.775 0.3]) %20um/rev
%set(ax1,'Position', [-0.025 0.65 0.775 0.6]) %10um/rev
%set(ax1,'Position', [-2.52 0.58 3.2 3.2]) %10um/rev
set(ax1,'XDir', 'reverse', 'XLim', [0 max(x_d)], 'YLim', [0 max(x_d)])
clb=colorbar('NorthOutside');
set(clb, 'Position', [0.33 0.97 0.35 0.01], 'FontSize', 11)
ax2 = subplot (3,1,2);
line(x_d,RA*1000,'Parent', ax2, 'Color', 'r')
line(x_d,RQ*1000,'Parent', ax2, 'Color', 'b')
line(x_d,RT*1000,'Parent', ax2, 'Color', 'g')
ylimit = max(max(RA,max(max
(RQ,RT)))*1000);
set(ax2,'XLim', [0 max(x_d)], 'YLim', [0 ylimit])
legend(ax2,'Ra', 'Rq', 'Rt','location', 'northeast');
set(gca,'FontSize',fsize); xlabel('x-axis (mm)'); ylabel('Roughness (um)'); grid on; box on;
set(ax2,'Position', [0.36 0.38 0.32 0.21])
linkaxes([ax1 ax2], 'x');
% ax3 = subplot (4,1,3);
% surface(xx_d,yy0,zzk_1_2,'FaceColor','interp','EdgeColor','none','FaceLighting','phong', 'Parent', ax3);
% axis equal; box on; axis off
% axis([0 max(max(xx_d))/20 0 feed 0 radius])
% set(ax3,'CameraPosition', [0.043 -0.023 0.031], 'CameraTarget', [0.005 0.002 0], 'CameraViewAngle',
7.076015306077794)
% clb=colorbar('NorthOutside');
% set(clb, 'Position', [0.22 0.895 0.5 0.01], 'FontSize', 11)
ax4 = subplot (3,1,3);
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hl1_0 = line(0:1,0:1,'Color','w','Parent',ax4);
box off; axis(ax4, [0 1 0 1]); axis off
x0pos = 0.2; xpos = 0.18; deltpos=1.05*xpos; r = 0.9; s = 0.07;
text(x0pos,r-7*s,'Average Ra (um):'); text(x0pos+xpos,r-7*s,num2str(RA_avg*1000))
text(x0pos,r-8*s,'Stdev Ra (um):'); text(x0pos+xpos,r-8*s,num2str(RA_std*1000))
text(x0pos,r-9*s,'Max Ra (um):'); text(x0pos+xpos,r-9*s,num2str(RA_max*1000))
text(x0pos,r-10*s,'Min Ra (um):'); text(x0pos+xpos,r-10*s,num2str(RA_min*1000))
text(x0pos+2*deltpos,r,'Average Rq (um):'); text(x0pos+xpos+2*deltpos,r,num2str(RQ_avg*1000))
text(x0pos+2*deltpos,r-s,'Stdev Rq (um):'); text(x0pos+xpos+2*deltpos,r-s,num2str(RQ_std*1000))
text(x0pos+2*deltpos,r-2*s,'Max Rq (um):'); text(x0pos+xpos+2*deltpos,r-2*s,num2str(RQ_max*1000))
text(x0pos+2*deltpos,r-3*s,'Min Rq (um):'); text(x0pos+xpos+2*deltpos,r-3*s,num2str(RQ_min*1000))
text(x0pos+2*deltpos,r-5*s,'Average Rt (um):'); text(x0pos+xpos+2*deltpos,r-5*s,num2str(RT_avg*1000))
text(x0pos+2*deltpos,r-6*s,'Stdev Rt (um):'); text(x0pos+xpos+2*deltpos,r-6*s,num2str(RT_std*1000))
text(x0pos+2*deltpos,r-7*s,'Max Rt (um):'); text(x0pos+xpos+2*deltpos,r-7*s,num2str(RT_max*1000))
text(x0pos+2*deltpos,r-8*s,'Min Rt (um):'); text(x0pos+xpos+2*deltpos,r-8*s,num2str(RT_min*1000))
text(x0pos,r,'fm (Hz):'); text(x0pos+xpos,r,num2str(fm))
text(x0pos,r-s,'fw (RPM):'); text(x0pos+xpos,r-s,num2str(fw))
text(x0pos,r-2*s,'2A (mm):'); text(x0pos+xpos,r-2*s,num2str(2*amplitude))
text(x0pos,r-3*s,'Radius (mm):'); text(x0pos+xpos,r-3*s,num2str(radius))
text(x0pos,r-4*s,'Feed (mm):'); text(x0pos+xpos,r-4*s,num2str(feed))
text(x0pos,r-5*s,'Step'); text(x0pos+xpos,r-5*s,num2str(step))
set(gca,'FontSize',fsize);
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Appendix C: Matlab Program-Surface Profile Extractor
col = 31 % select the desired x-value (column from the generated surface)
figure
plot(yy0(:,col),zzk_final(:,col))
axis([min(yy0(:,col)),max(yy0(:,col)),min(zzk_final(:,col))max(zzk_final(:,col))*0.1,max(zzk_final(:,col))*1.1]);
v =num2str(xx_d(1,col));
text(0.1,max(zzk_final(:,col))*1.05,['x coordinate eqaul to ' v])
xlabel('Horizontal Deviation')
ylabel('Vertical Deviation')
title('Surface Profile')
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Appendix D: Surface Profiles

Figure D-1. Profiles represent surface profiles with feed = 0.02 mm/rev, fw = 20 Hz, fm
= 0 Hz, A = 0 mm, x = 0.081, and specified r values (a) 0.02 mm (b) 0.06 mm (c) 0.1 mm

Figure D-2. Profiles represent surface profiles with r = 0.02 mm, fw = 20 Hz, fm = 0 Hz,
and specified (feed, x-axis) (a) (0.02 mm/rev, 0.054 mm) (b) (0.042, mm/rev, 0.0567 mm)
(c) (0.065 mm/rev, 0.20475 mm).
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